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Overview of Discussion

• Special things about this work

• Criticism: Revisit and extend Joskow/Kopp in 

light of changes since Jorgenson/Wilcoxen 

work in Brookings Papers 1992

• Additional areas for future work



Special things about this work (1): 

Model is fully intertemporal

• Contrasts sharply with most other analyses

• Easy to criticize perfect foresight, but:

– ensures internal consistency 

– allows computation of EV of full wealth

– important for long run policy analysis

• When coupled with econometric estimates of 

hhld willingness to trade off present/future 

consumption; work/leisure offers ideal vehicle 

for dynamic analysis of hhld responses to policy



Special things about this work (2): Model 

endogenizes technological progress

• Productivity growth is critical to the long run evolution 

of the economy

• Typically exogenous in CGE models, usually based on 

historical trends/calibrated to future GDP growth

• In JSWGH, patterns of TFP growth driven by price 

and non-price factors, as estimated over historical 

period (see Jin and Jorgenson) 

• Formalizes existing approaches, introduces much 

greater heterogeneity 

• Aside: it would be useful to augment Table 5 to include output, and 

energy shares in 2050 – 45 years hence -- as well as TFP growth rates 

over the next 45 years.



Special things about this work (3): 

Disaggregation of households and 

econometric estimation of behavior

• Disaggregate households by region, family size, 

residence and head of household gender and 

race; loads of detail -- 244 household types built 

up from150,000 in CEX – synthetic panel 

permits them to track hhld over lifecycle

• But economic activity is not disaggregated by 

region – more on this in a moment



Special things about this work (4): 

Consumer/producer responses (recently) 

econometrically estimated

• Updated econometric estimates published in 

Jorgenson/Slesnick, Jin/Jorgenson. According 

to the authors, much greater potential for 

energy substitution in this revised model; 

translates into lower costs of abatement, ceteris 

paribus. 

• Need better summary information to model 

consumers (see below).



Revisit 1992 Brookings Paper and 

discussion to assess progress

• Current paper builds  heavily on 1992 

Jorgenson/Wilcoxen paper; used IGEM to 

evaluate the impacts of stabilization of US 

GHG emissions at 1990 levels 

• Discussants = Paul Joskow and Ray Kopp

• Raised a number of serious concerns

• Have these been address in subsequent work?

• Provides a natural starting point for critically 

evaluating the present paper



Previous Criticism 1: No summary information 

on elasticities

• There IS an elasticity table in this paper! But it is 

second order in importance given the modest 

changes in wage rates and aggregate commodity 

prices. 

• Would be much more useful to see the GE own and 

cross-price elasticities of demand for (e.g.) coal, oil 

and gas at 1, 5, 10 and 50 years

Uncompensated 

Price Elasticity

Compensated 

Price Elasticity

Expenditure 

Elasticity

Nondurables -0.727 -0.651 0.673

Capital Services -1.192 -1.084 0.902

Consumer Services -0.561 -0.490 1.067

Leisure 0.014 -0.305 1.063

Labor Supply -0.032 0.713 -2.486



Previous criticism 2: No 

parametric sensitivity analysis

• In his BP comments, Paul Joskow asks for 

some parameters he can readily “play around 

with” = Unsystematic Sensitivity Analysis 

• This is a good place to start, but there has been 

great progress since then on Systematic 

Sensitivity Analysis: sample from probability 

distributions of parameters; best work ties SSA 

with econometric estimation which can tell us 

how sensitive results are to statl uncertainty

• Would be a great direction to go for JSWGH: 

put confidence intervals on results



Previous criticism 3: Base Case 

Non-comparable

• Issue was that IGEM didn‟t generate enough 

growth after 30 or 40 years time; baseline 

growth rate was too low, so cost estimates were 

too low; a really important point

• This has been squarely remedied in the current 

work which calibrates the baseline to EIA 

estimates of:
– GDP growth

– Growth in energy utilization of oil, gas and coal

• Results in baseline and cost estimates that are much 

more closely aligned across models [insert figures here]



Previous criticism 4: Modeling of 

electric utilities

• Joskow argued that the econometric estimates 

were dated; model was a prisoner of an era 

when natural gas was not a viable option for 

utilities, nuclear power was not in the mix, and 

there were fewer air pollution restrictions 

• The estimates have now been updated (up to 

2005), which is excellent. But still an aggregate 

economic model, not bottom-up as is common 

in the engineering literature



Previous criticism 4: Modeling of 

electric utilities

• Biggest deficiency in this particular context is 

not the modeling the power sector per se, but 

rather the level of regional aggregation:

– Electric power rates are determined by regulatory 

bodies and they vary hugely across regions. Can‟t 

model this as a single integrated market. 

– Rate differentials reflect in part the fuel used to 

generate power, GHG emissions factors vary hugely 

(coal vs. hydropower, etc.)

– So impact of carbon policy will be extremely 

different by region



Tremendous Heterogeneity in Electric Power Rates



Fuel Sources for Electric Power 

in 2005
United States Indiana

Coal 50 % 96 %

Nuclear 20 % 0 %

Natural Gas 15 % 3 %

Petroleum 6 % 0 %

Renewables 8 % 0.4 %

• Indiana numbers do not include out-of-state 

generators that serve Indiana customers
14



Previous criticism 5: Regional 

Impacts Matter

• Differences in energy composition and  energy intensity 

of utilities and industry across the country give rise to 

differential regional economic effects

• How large are these? Sneak peak at Rausch et al paper 

from MIT group shows that:

– Difference between high/low income impacts ca. 

0.5% EV/income for a given region

– Difference between NEAST and SEAST impacts are 

also roughly 0.5% EV/income for given income

• Bottom line is that can‟t afford to ignore differential 

regional impacts



Previous criticism 6: Policy 

Realism

• Joskow‟s complaint here is that the authors focused on 

a policy scenario – a carbon tax at the time – which was 

far more efficient than anything that would be 

implemented in reality

• This criticism addressed in IGEM by working closely 

with EPA on the analysis of a very specific piece of 

legislation: HR2454

• Limitations: Welfare analysis only focuses on fossil-fuel 

based emissions; so higher food costs due to non-CO2 

GHG abatement in agriculture, as well as forestry-

based offsets are not reflected in welfare analysis – even 

though they are part of the abatement scenario



Areas for future work (1)

• Revenue recycling

– Given importance of revenue recycling to the results 

of Williams/Parry and Metcalf et al., surprised that 

this paper only deals with lump sum transfers of 

revenue back to households

– Plays to strengths of this model:

• Intertemporal with full wealth incidence

• New estimates of household elasticities of labor 

supply/savings



Areas for future work (2)

• Jorgenson et al have staked out the „high 

ground‟, but could still climb higher:

– Place confidence intervals on results

– Undertaking out of sample model validation (e.g):

• Give the model a hand by telling it what actually happened 

to GDP and world prices over the historical period

• Ask how well IGEM can track evolution of industrial 

composition over 10 year period

• Finally, what about uncertainty and 

irreversibility? Key for investors facing climate 

change (e.g. Dupont in Mississippi)


